time, and absence from regular work, and all kinds of kindred problems.
To the American Negro there comes, of course, the additional problem of race discrimination in amusement, and it comes most awkwardly because when one is searching for rest and renewal of strength, this is about the last time that one wants to settle social problems, or indeed to come in contact with them. (235) Du Bois here defines recreation as escape, rest, and enjoyment, activities that should be devoid of reminders of "social problems." He goes on to detail the ways that African Americans sought out such recreation, commenting on which types of amusements were more or less likely to carry the probability of discrimination. Fifteen years later, Roy Wilkins, Du Bois's successor as editor of the Crisis, argued again for the significance of recreation, this time foregrounding its political importance in the quest for equality. In What the Negro Wants, a 1944 volume of contributions from prominent African American intellectuals of the time, Wilkins wrote:
The Negro wants to be able to go to parks, playgrounds, beaches, pools, theatres, restaurants, hotels, taverns, tourist camps, and other places of public amusement and accommodation without proscription and insult. The question comes immediately: does this mean with whites? The answer must be in the affirmative. If the Negro's goal is complete equality, complete acceptance as a member of the American public, then he wants access to these accommodations on an equality with other Americans. (127) Wilkins conflates integrated recreation with American citizenship, casting access to recreation not as a luxury or an escape, but as a right that characterizes American life.
Victoria Wolcott notes that ongoing efforts to achieve equal access to recreational facilities had been organized by African Americans since the first Great Migration (8), and after World War II, "recreation [became] a central racial battleground . . . in part because leisure and consumerism had become key motifs in American life" (8). African Americans demanded access to the same sources of bodily pleasure and social enjoyment offered to white Americans, but white fears of miscegenation and the belief that African Americans carried dangerous communicable diseases clashed with this demand. Such attitudes highlighted, in Wolcott's words, "assumptions that blacks were not worthy of such amusements" (19) . Thus, denial of joy to the black body served not only to oppress but also to dehumanize and even demonize that same body. Concerns about interracial recreation in particular ran high because "recreation had transgressive potential" (8), a potential marked both by close contact between black and white bodies and also by the loosening of mores and lowering of defenses afforded in spaces of leisure and enjoyment. Since recreation and recreative spaces can foster carnivalesque atmospheres that permit and often encourage disregard of social norms, twentieth-century recreation fell under heavy surveillance that privileged white participation. In northern states with civil rights laws that were inconsistently enforced-like Ohio, where Call Me Charley takes place-lack of African American access to recreation persisted despite the absence of blatant Jim Crow "whites only" signs. Often, owners of recreational facilities chose to advertise a "members only" status that functioned as a mask behind which to carry out de facto segregation, "reinforc[ing] white notions of privilege and encourag [ing] white consumers to defend 'their' facilities from outsiders" (19) . Throughout the mid-twentieth century, attempts at integration were often perceived as the "incursion of black bodies into white leisure spaces" (86), a threat that had potential implications in social and economic realms, as well. Perceived as attacks on white hierarchies of privileges and permissions, attempts at integration precipitated large numbers of protests and retaliatory violence. 5 If postwar American leisure could be said to celebrate American dominance by promoting the sense of unity and freedom afforded by democracy, it often did so at the expense of full engagement with democratic ideals related particularly to the pursuit of happiness by the African American population.
In Call Me Charley, Charley encounters two main recreational events that resist his inclusion: the contest for a season pass to the Arlington Heights swimming pool and the production of the school play. Notably, these events open and close the Arlington Heights fall festival, which is "sponsored every year by the merchants and civic groups of [the] community" (Jackson 59 ). Thus, these recreational offerings are explicitly controlled by the town and tied to civic belonging. Charley himself wishes to be included in these activities not as a conscious protestor against segregated recreation, but because he desires to strengthen his friendship with Tom-a friendship that performs progress in the race-liberal paradigm. However, the way the novel constructs Charley's encounters with recreation, including white resistance and equivocation in response to Charley's attempted inclusion, makes the subversive argument that African American access to recreation is a right necessary to productive citizenship.
The swimming pool plotline begins with Tom inviting Charley to join him in creating a small-scale remodel of the facility in hopes of winning the season pass and festival prize. The model symbolizes recreation on several levels: it is a project tied to enjoyment as well as labor for Tom and Charley, who have spent hours of their free time in friendly collaboration; it is a literal and revised representation of a recreational facility that figures prominently in Arlington Heights leisure time, a space-in-miniature created by an interracial team; and it is the object by which Tom and Charley hope to win access to the actual facility, thereby securing their status amongst the youth in town. Charley's participation is challenged on all of these levels, each time by a member of the community who represents white ownership of recreational pursuits.
Charley working with Tom on a small scale remodel of the Arlington Heights swimming pool is a civil rights activity in and of itself. According to Jeff Wiltse, swimming pools were "extraordinarily popular" in the 1920s, '30s, and '40s as they became "emblems of a new, distinctly modern version of the good life that valued leisure, pleasure, and beauty" (5) . Indeed, by 1933, Americans ranked swimming above all other active leisure activities (96), and pools were the "preferred venues for summertime community events" and celebrations of national holidays (89). African Americans, however, were consistently denied access to these facilities and their attendant lifestyle, and pools became hotly contested sites of racial integration in the North. By the time Jackson penned Call Me Charley in the mid-1940s, several cases of attempted pool integration in Ohio (and elsewhere) had resulted in riots or facility shut down. 6 The fear of miscegenation that marked resistance to integrated recreation in general was heightened in the case of pools, due particularly to pools becoming erotic spaces in the 1920s (Wiltse 124) . Bathing beauty contests, for instance, were popular from the 1920s well into the mid-twentieth century, as changing standards of public decency led to the elevation of attractiveness over modesty (114) . Shrinking bathing suits placed the black body in full view, and, as Wilste explains, "concerns about intimacy and sexuality that had necessitated gender segregation [at pools] previously . . . were redirected at black Americans in particular" (4) .
In 1929, Du Bois remarked that "just as there is less discrimination in the movies because the movies are dark and dark skins invisible, so there is more discrimination in bathing, because more dark skin is inevitably visible" (235). Such skin on the male body, specifically, challenged notions of the superiority of white masculinity , and "whites in many cases quite literally beat blacks out of the water at gender-integrated pools because they would not permit black men to interact with white women in such intimate public spaces" (4) . The clash of gender, sexuality, and power structures predicated on racial distinctions-as well as claims to consumerism, ownership, and leisure-precipitated battles over segregated bathing that persisted well into the civil rights movement. Often these battles took center stage in the movement, as organizations such as SNCC and the NAACP coordinated "wade-ins" at pools and beaches (Wolcott 163) . In some cases, whites retaliated with violence not only against men, but also, as in the case of a 1961 wade-in staged by "Freedom Waders" at Chicago's Rainbow Beach, against women and children (175). Throughout the middle of the twentieth century, then, segregation at pool facilities could be justified based on not only the threat of miscegenation, but also the threat of white retaliatory violence.
7 Thus, Tom and Charley's work on the model is intensely subversive on the grounds of integrated pools being both taboo and strenuously, even viciously, resisted.
The quality of Charley and Tom's collaboration on the pool model, however, stands in stark contrast to the discrimination and violence that characterized most attempts at pool integration in the 1940s. As a celebration of interracial friendship, it aligns with the race-liberal narrative; as a site of advancement, it also promotes integrated recreation as a boon to bodily health and intellectual achievement. When Tom first extends to Charley the offer to enter the Arlington Heights pool contest together, Charley, rather than experiencing physical harm, experiences physical healing: he quickly arises from a sickness that had been keeping him from attending school. Listening to boys playing football in the park outside of his window, he asks his mother to bring him down to the porch for fresh air, and soon he is daydreaming about winning bicycles for him and Tom in the fall festival: "He could see the two of them riding down Royal Forest Avenue, the spokes of the new bicycles showing in the sun like new silver. He felt the wind whipping about his head . . . Charley stood up and stretched. His legs felt new. He felt as if he could run one hundred miles" (Jackson 81 Charley's engagement with creative play results in a product that he spends time "admiring" (98) and that also ends up winning the prize, earning Dr. Cunningham's comment: "It looks as if you aim to be an engineer for certain" (105). Charley's inclusion in the building of the pool model thus forges connections among recreation, health, selfworth, and achievement for the African American child. 8 Jackson does not depict Tom and Charley's collaboration as wholly devoid of harmful implications, however. Their plans are continually challenged by several characters opposed to integrated recreation and to integration in general. It is in these scenes that Call Me Charley includes elements subversive to the race-liberal paradigm that mark the novel as a site of protest. Charley's father, for instance, discourages Tom from visiting his son; he later warns Charley that "white folks don't want nothing to do with you" (103) and remarks, "Charley better stay in his place and not go messing around that pool" (106), gesturing to the mores of the larger social community that contextualizes the boys' friendship. Charley does not fully understand the reference to "his place," but he connects his father's attitudes to those of George, one of Tom's friends who is cast as the resident bigot from the start, when he dismisses Charley's individual identity by calling him "Sambo" even after Charley has told him "my name is Charles" (7).
George's resistance is key to the novel's critique of the race-liberal narrative, for his responses to integrated recreation occur on the level of friendship as well as the level of systemic discrimination. When he first discovers Tom and Charley's partially built model, George views it as a disruption of his own partnership with Tom: "Well, I like that. Here I am your old pal and you cut Charley in and leave me out" (Jackson 85) . Using the discourse of currency, George is offended both by Charley's usurpation of his place as "pal" and by Charley's role as competitor for the pool pass-a pass that would elevate Charley's social status in town. Furthermore, George challenges Charley's entrance into the conversation with an "Aw, shut up and keep your face out of this" (86), marking his resistance to Charley's body as well as his ambition. George's rejection of Charley is overtly racist; in addition to calling Charley "Sambo" earlier in the story, he claims that Charley is not really one of the neighborhood boys by citing the words of his father's real estate agent: "'No niggers or Jews or dagos live in Arlington Heights. It's only for Americans.' You see? Charley doesn't really live here. He only stays at Doctor Cunningham's because his parents work there" (51). This pointed categorization of "Americans" excludes Charley from Arlington Heights as well as from his entire country, echoing the conservative "nativist rhetoric" that became popular in the interwar years and persisted into the Cold War, despite the approved national message of antidiscrimination and inclusion. The remark also alludes to the restrictive deeds and housing covenants that maintained racial segregation in suburban communities in the early to mid-twentieth century.
9 Since "a local swimming pool or playground was an extension of a neighborhood" (Wolcott 4) , George is asserting his privilege to the facility and the relationships forged there based on his whiteness, and the corollary to such an assertion must be Charley's exclusion.
There is also a reference to physical harm when George breaks Tom and Charley's model, an event that further aligns the novel with protests against segregated recreation. Disguising the act as an attempt to play catch with Tom-George yells "Catch it!" from across the street when Tom isn't looking (Jackson 91)-George hurls a baseball at the model, chipping off a significant portion. His destructive response to an interracial construction of the pool mirrors the white violence and abandonment that often marred attempts to integrate white recreational spaces. Indeed, George's use of a baseball to inflict this harm is poignant, given that in 1945, baseball, "America's pastime," had not yet achieved integration.
10 When Tom refuses to give the ball back, George is further incensed, taking a swing at him that results in a full-out physical fight, which Tom wins by using the left jab Charley has taught him. Charley's metaphorical presence in the fight is a subversive nod to his physical power, just as his physical absence highlights George's retaliatory violence toward this reimagined recreational space-a violence that resists not just Charley's inclusion in its building, but also, and more pointedly, the integrated civic life that might develop there.
The most overt resistance to Charley's inclusion in the Arlington Heights pool occurs at the site itself, an encounter in which Jackson more fully articulates his social protest. While waiting in line on his way into the facility, Charley sees this sign: "Arlington Heights Swimming Pool. The Management reserves the right to exclude applicants for membership. Joining fee Ten Dollars a year" (Jackson 112). Jackson does not reveal Charley's internal thoughts while he views the sign (an instance of his treading lightly within the race-liberal milieu), but he does note that Charley reads it twice (112), which insists on its significance as well as Charley's burgeoning understanding of its coded language. Elizabeth Abel, in her examination of the rhetoric and politics of Jim Crow signs, argues that "race and space were constructed in relation to each other through words tacked directly to the built environment" (5) . In the case of the Arlington Heights pool sign, there is no overt reference to "white" or "colored," but the mention of "membership" aligns it with signs in the North that served to mask de facto segregation.
11 In its phrasing, it uses "the rhetoric of direct and disinterested address, divorced from personal attitude or gain, [which] encourages the perception of a neutral general will" (37). That neutrality discourages argument, for the implied authority of the nouns "management" and "right" lends the weight of 1940s whiteness to the verb "exclude," which sublimates the agency of the objectified "applicants." That the sign is tacked over the front of the pool reinforces its role as a gatekeeping device-a device absent from the model Charley and Tom build together. In highlighting this "members only" sign, Jackson renders the invisible visible, and he also foreshadows the full decoding of the sign that occurs later in the scene.
Still, Charley enters the facility, and the pool, which the reader first sees through Charley's eyes, evokes the atmosphere of a leisure resort: "Looks just like a big flower bed around a lake," he says of "the clear blue water surrounded by gay people dressed in bright colors" (Jackson 112 ). Characterized as a quintessential mid-century American community pool, with flags fluttering from the fence and a band playing inside its gates, the Arlington Heights pool opens the fall festival with speeches, a ceremony, and a bathing beauty contest . The way the text constructs Tom, Charley, and George's spectatorship during the bathing beauty contest is particularly interesting, given the perceived threat of black male sexuality at eroticized mid-century pools. The contest is the only reference in Call Me Charley to young adult females, making it even more loaded as a context for addressing heterosocial interracial encounters. Jackson engages with the boys' assessments of the girls, but without any overt reference to the female body below the eyebrows. Even the narration describes the contestants inexplicitly as "dressed in brightly colored bathing suits" (113), and George and Tom refer to the winner only by her red hair. The vague depictions in this scene are perhaps a way to keep the novel sexually "safe" for young people, and they also elide fear of miscegenation as a consideration in segregation practices.
Notably, Charley abstains from commentary on the contestants altogether, except to ask about George's insistence that "the redhead wins": "how can you tell until the judges decide?" (113). Portraying Charley's engagement with George rather than with the girls positions the scene as being about social power rather than about interracial romance. George has access to privileged information, due (at least in part) to his having been in the community longer than Charley: his answer is "I know. She won last year" (113). Tom mentions another "pretty" contestant who did not compete the previous year, but the redhead still wins, as George foretells. In this sense, the bathing beauty contest points not only to communal celebration, but also to the ways authoritative community knowledge and practices perpetuate the status quo. Thus, it foreshadows the resistance Charley encounters as the only African American boy at the celebration.
That resistance comes not from fellow children, but from community adults. Indeed, Charley's schoolmates cheer "Yea, Arlington Heights Junior High!" when they see him and Tom enter the pool area (Jackson 113) , signaling their recognition of him as part of their community; they cheer again when he and Tom are announced winners of the design contest (114). Their amity, however, is not strong enough to overturn systemic racial discrimination. The moment of walking up to the table to receive the prize is focalized through Charley once again: "Charley watched the judges as they whispered among themselves and looked at the names of the winners" (114). The judges' whispering and doublechecking of names suggest their hesitation over awarding a pool pass to an African American boy, and the manager finally hands the pass to Charley with a stipulation: "I want to talk to you after the show is over." Charley's reaction is a smile and a "yes, sir" (114), and Tom quips that he "probably wants to give you a locker for next year" (117)-actions which both characterize the boys as ignorant of the implications of the manager's words and highlight the limitations of childhood friendship as an antidote to racist authority.
The implications, of course, are in line with discriminatory practices at northern recreational facilities in the 1940s. When Charley sees the manager, he takes the pass from Charley, hands him the ten dollars it is worth, points to the sign, and says, "We don't allow Negroes to swim here, Sambo . . . Sorry, but that's the pool's policy" (Jackson 117) . The manager's use of "Sambo" instead of Charley's name-a name he clearly knows, having just been part of the panel announcing and double-checking it-robs Charley of his individual human identity and recasts him as a caricature: black and unwanted. Note, too, his switch from the personal pronoun "we" to the impersonal "pool's policy" as the agent of exclusion; in this exchange, he downplays references to personal identity in order to enforce communal regulation based on systems of categorical discrimination. The dehumanization occurring in this scene is key to Call Me Charley's critique of 1940s race-liberalism's overreliance on interracial friendship, as it highlights the ease with which human relations are manipulated and suppressed by systems of power. Indeed, the manager's lines both emphasize his complicity with a racist system and betray the use of such a system as an absolving mask for personal preference. In referencing the sign as the authority behind his words, the manager gestures to the ways "Jim Crow signage provided a conduit through which the private voice could be invested with the authority of the collective" (Abel 38) . His whispering with the judges and speaking with Charley off to the side further emphasize the behind-the-scenes northern racism that stymied amity solutions. In addition to the remarkable fact that in 1945 a children's book would depict the powerlessness of child friendship, Call Me Charley's focus on the pool's policy as it is articulated in print and in conversation exposes the debilitating practice of segregating recreational spaces, a practice enforced by community customs and systems that deny the humanity of black bodies seeking enjoyment.
The denial of Charley's right to recreation has immediate and tragic results. His initial reaction to the manager's words is one of physical discomfort and voicelessness: "Charley swallowed hard and stared at the money in his hand. . . . He couldn't say anything" (Jackson 117-18). Charley's arrested agency is echoed by Tom's, for Tom's meager protest-"but we were all going swimming" (118)-is cut off by the manager's turning away. With both boys robbed of their voices, "Charley's shoulders sank as if the whole world had suddenly fallen on them" (118). The weight of the world descending upon Charley codes this scene as a fall from innocence, in addition to, in Elizabeth Abel's words, "the fall into race" that many African American writers have described as the result of a "first encounter with a segregation sign":
[It] is a defining moment of social inscription. To learn to read the "Colored" sign is to learn that one has already been read by a law that writes its terms on a body. . . . Typically recounted though the optic of the child, the law's cutting force is registered not in the adult language of status and rights, but in the experience of bodily pain-the jerk on the arm or shout in the ear-and the foreclosure of specific bodily pleasures. Charley's fall cannot be remedied by Tom's friendship or by any of the boys who express dismay at Charley's treatment-"Gee. He won the prize. He should have told the manager . . . It isn't fair. . . . That doesn't make sense" (Jackson 118)-since, as George says, "You know how it is . . . they don't want any Negroes around here" (118). The remarks constitute a sort of child chorus that exposes the unjustified cruelty as well as the daunting strength of racist systems.
Indeed, even when Tom stands by Charley, refusing to go into the pool with the other boys because he had promised Charley a ride home, not only their friendship, but also their bodies suffer the effects of enforced segregation. Tom, perspiring and out of breath from the uphill pedaling, begins to regret his decision and blame Charley for his not going swimming with the other boys: "Now I wish I had stayed at the pool and had a swim. If you had talked up maybe the manager would have let you stay. Why didn't you, Charley? . . . I think you were just scared" (120). Tom punctuates the accusation with a downward pedal thrust that breaks the chain on the bike. Given the text's attention to Tom's bicycle as a shared mode of transportation for the boys as well as the prize of a new bicycle offered by the fall festival, the broken bike emphasizes both the loss of recreational access and the fragility of the boy's friendship, which cannot hold up under the weight of denied recreational opportunities. Furthermore, the bike breaks right by an abandoned quarry that Tom earlier identifies as dangerous: "We used to swim in the pit until a kid got drowned" (112). Urging Charley to swim there with him to satisfy his desire to cool off, Tom creates a situation where Charley, likely afraid of again being called "scared," does not tell him he cannot swim in deep water. The result is Charley's near drowning: he goes off the diving board in a move "part dive and part fall," and he cannot reach the shallow area before succumbing to the water (122). Wolcott notes that well into the late twentieth century, "African Americans often pointed out the frequency with which black children drowned when excluded from white pools. Although whites viewed desegregation as potentially exposing their children to violence, the fate of young black children swimming in natural waters was rarely a concern for the white public" (284-126). Thus, the scene recalls the many contemporary and often invisible or discounted instances of African American children drowning in unsupervised and dangerous waters after being shut out from municipal and private pools and beaches.
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Charley's drowning is not invisible to Tom, however, and the text depicts Tom's saving Charley by focusing on the mechanics of the act, highlighting the precision with which Tom cares for Charley's body:
Charley grabbed him around the neck. The two boys sank. Before his head went under the water Tom took a deep breath. Then he struggled to free himself from Charley's grasp and held on to him until they reached the bottom. Then Tom slipped his left arm across Charley's chest and held him firmly as he pushed up from the bottom with all his strength. His lungs hurt.
The boys shot to the surface. Tom started swimming with one arm towards the shallow end of the pool, holding Charley with the other one. (122) Charley's humanity, highlighted here by his mortality, is further emphasized by Tom's careful methods and the closeness of the boys' bodies. In changing his swimming technique to accommodate and preserve Charley's body, Tom's act becomes a metaphor that argues against the abandonment and violence with which African Americans were often met in recreative spaces. Fittingly, the act occurs in a dangerous physical space into which the boys would not have ventured if the Arlington Heights pool had honored Charley's winning of the pass. Furthermore, in a subversive move, the scene depicts a white boy in mortal danger as he tries to save his black friend, emphasizing the harmful effects of segregated recreation on black and white children looking for spaces to play together.
In this way, the quarry scene posits segregated recreation as detrimental to interracial friendship, for it both limits the spaces in which black and white bodies can play together and fosters resentment. The near-death experience of the boys does not erase Tom's anger, but rather heightens it. "I certainly have been a fool, believing you. Letting you spoil a lot of fun I might have had with the other fellows . . . If you had said you couldn't swim it wouldn't have been so bad. But no, you don't open your mouth. . . . No, you're scared" (Jackson 125 ). Tom goes on to list several ways that Charley has interfered with his fun, culminating with, "I tried to give you an even break and what do you do for me? . . . Why, you go and try to get yourself drowned so everybody would blame me for taking you into that quarry!" (126). Tom sees Charley as the perpetrator rather than the victim in these situations because in Tom's mind, Charley's presence is connected with trouble. The trouble rarely originates with Charley himself, but rather with the resistance to integration posed by his community; Tom, however, does not perceive the wide resonance of racism in Arlington Heights, a racism that influences the unwitting Tom to chastise Charley when he pleads, "You saved my life. I don't want you to be mad at me" (125). In this sense, Jackson's novel critiques systems of power that doubly victimize black children by excluding them from actual sites of recreation and enjoyment and ostracizing them from white children who learn to equate black bodies with trouble.
Reading the quarry scene within the historical context of civil rights conflicts over pools also adds a layer of meaning to the cover of the first edition of the novel. On it, two boys, one white and one black, undress in order to go for a swim in what looks to be a lake with a makeshift wooden diving board. To the uninitiated reader, the scene is pastoral, using the backdrop of the natural world to emphasize the natural easiness of interracial friendship among children; the cover-asmarketing-tool aligns with amity politics, reaching out to progressiveminded consumers. The subversive elements it contains, however, are far from gentle. Once the reader reaches the near-drowning sequence at the quarry-a sequence written opposite a full-page sketch of the cover scene )-the depiction becomes full of dramatic irony, arousing anticipation of danger in a viewer who knows the boys will almost drown and then fight because of it. A trickster image, it evokes racial liberalism only to reject it, highlighting the limits of the amity solution to race relations.
Once the pool and quarry incidents occur, Charley connects all of his exclusion to race, and decides to stop attending school altogether. Explaining his day to his mother, Charley laments: "Tom won't have anything to do with me any more, and they wouldn't let me in the swimming pool. Manager gave me ten dollars for the pass I won. Then we went swimming in the quarry." Charley at first elides a reference to race, perhaps assuming his mother will understand the pool incident without his having to spell it out. Indeed, she seems to, given that she responds not to his comment about the pool, but to his broken friendship with Tom, which prompts him to say: "He's just through with me, that's all. He thinks I'm scared. They won't let me in the school play. George never did like me. I'm not going back to that school again. I guess Pop knew they didn't want colored folks around here. Pop told me" (Jackson 127 ). Charley's decision to withdraw from the Arlington Heights community is based on his "fall into race" and his realization that his friendship with Tom is not strong enough to counter the widespread racism in his community. Even his identity is at stake, for he questions his goal of becoming an engineer: "I made good grades and I studied hard for the school play and I won that prize, but they don't want me . . . What's the use?" (127). Notably, Charley's explanations in this scene are largely composed of lists-lists emphasizing connections among issues of race, friendship, belonging, potential, systemic power, and structural inequity.
Charley's lists includes two references to the school play, the second plotline that positions Call Me Charley as a site of protest. The culminating event of the Arlington Heights fall festival, the school play is The Battle of Lake Erie, written by a local resident about the War of 1812. Participation is voluntary, and the "flurry of excitement" the children experience in anticipation of auditioning (Jackson 59) marks the play as an extracurricular recreational event. Repeatedly passed over for a chance to audition, Charley is at first hopeful and attends every rehearsal to make his interest clear, but once the pool incident precipitates Charley's decision to stop attending school altogether, he gives up his quest for a part in the play. In this moment of social death, which echoes the near death that befalls him in the quarry, Charley concedes the victory over access to recreation. Instead, he stays home, feeling "lonesome" and having "no fun" (147). 13 Essentially, in being denied access to fun, Charley finds himself denied positive social legibility as well.
In this circumstance he also loses his personal agency. The play plotline includes several adult characters voicing concerns for him, a marked shift from earlier portions of the novel in which adult interactions occur but do not drive the action. First, Hannah, Tom's African American housekeeper and ersatz nanny, tells the family about Charley's situation, which she knows through her friendship with Charley's mother. Prefacing details with "You folks are good, but you don't see what goes on," Hannah uses the pronoun "they" to refer to persons of authority in a racist system that "hurt" adults as well as children (Jackson 129) , and she restores Charley's visibility by gesturing toward the systems that have made his struggle invisible. Her role as mouthpiece for social awareness is particularly subversive, for her continued employment as housekeeper requires that she negotiate her relationship with her white employers carefully and respectfully. 14 Tom's progressive father then takes up the narrative, explaining to Tom that "Charley has been hurt, again and again, in a way you know nothing about. When you are treated unfairly just because your skin looks different from other boys,' and when you feel that you are not wanted, you learn to keep your mouth shut" (130). Tom's mother follows with a note about Charley's voicelessness, which Tom has misunderstood throughout the novel:
It seems to me that all you have against Charley is that he does not speak up. Now, stop and think a minute-you remember when Charley came here first and wanted to get into your school? . . . Well, Mrs. Moss went to Mr. Winter, and she certainly did speak up. But did it help her? No. Mr. Winter turned the boy down. But then Doctor Cunningham talked to Mr. Winter-and that helped instantly. (130) 15 All three of these adults configure the earlier events of the novel in terms of racism, an aspect of Arlington Heights life that Tom and Charley had not directly acknowledged, except to wave away George's comments. In taking on this role, the adults also become didactic tools, speaking with and demonstrating authority regarding how one should act in situations involving discrimination. The conversation ends with Mrs. Hamilton admonishing Tom-"you might have said a word for him or some of the other boys"-and, refocusing the narrative attention on the play, claiming that it is time for political action: "I'm going to take the play matter up with Miss King at the Parent Teachers Association meeting" (Jackson 131).
Gary D. Schmidt acknowledges the problematic and patronizing nature of this turn in the text-as if the "book's final message is . . . that an African American boy may not assert himself because he has been so routinely beaten down, and that it is the duty of white boys to grow up to be those who befriend the helpless in society" (79). There are several ways to contextualize this turn, and they are not mutually exclusive. First, read against the backdrop of recreation, such a shift may be part of the novel's protest: look at the tragedy of lonely inertia and voicelessness that befalls a young person when he is repeatedly left out of anything involving community and fun-even though he invests in the race-liberal paradigm of interracial friendship. Second, if Jackson is writing for a white editor hoping for a white audience, the avenue of white integrationist activism is the most politically palatable way to write Charley a happy ending. White adults are already part of the stable sociopolitical scene in town, and so occupy a "safe" space of authority, rather than rebellion, from which to argue gently for reform.
Despite the overt didacticism, however, there is an inherent critique of the amity solution in the novel's casting of adults in the role of savior. Although Mrs. Hamilton emphasizes the role of "friends" to people of color (Jackson 131) , the race-liberal child friendship strategy, on its own, has failed: Tom is incapable of bringing Charley fully into the fabric of Arlington Heights social life. Furthermore, by placing the ability to effect change on the white adult community, Call Me Charley critiques a power structure that leaves African Americans as well as children voiceless. Note, for instance, that Charley is able to speak up among his peers when no overt power structure is palpably present; he admonishes George with "Nobody calls me Sambo and gets away with it" (8) and "Don't mess with my papers, boy" (18). In the quarry scene, however, just after his encounter with overt structural discrimination, he can converse with Tom, but avoids telling him about his inability to swim (resulting in his "hurt" being explained to Tom thirdhand). And when a representative of that power structure is present, the voicelessness is complete: Mrs. King, the drama teacher, overlooks Charley for a part in the play, and though "Charley open[s] his mouth" (102) to question her, he cannot speak. Tom, likewise, attempts to speak out to adults about Charley's treatment but is consistently silenced; the pool manager turns his back on him, and when he brings up the issue later in the novel, his principal cuts him off:
"He won first prize in the swimming pool contest with me. But would they let him keep it? No! They put him out-just like-just like-" "That'll do, Tom Hamilton!" Mr. Winter said sternly. (154) Tom may be able to befriend Charley, but he is not allowed to defend or advocate for him to those in positions of authority. This simultaneous evocation and criticism of authority, as well as the symptomatic voicelessness of the powerless, characterizes many scenes leading up to and including Charley's performance in the play. Indeed, the argument that grants Charley a part in the play appeals to historical authority. When the drama teacher claims that "there just is no part in the play for a Negro," Charley's homeroom teacher intervenes: "as far as I know, there were Negroes serving in the War of 1812!" (Jackson 141) . Since Jackson has Tom's mother recounting the exchange to her husband, this moment allows for an interjected history lesson from him: "Why, sure there were. In fact, many of them received grants of land here in Ohio for their services in that war, and they settled here" (141). With this dialogue, the novel provides a rebuttal, albeit a distanced one, to George and his family's real estate agent's rejection of African American citizenship. It also emphasizes the role of African Americans in American military history. In Cold War Civil Rights, Mary Dudziak notes that the United States military was under scrutiny in the 1940s both at home and abroad for its practice of segregation, especially since it had just defeated a racist Nazi regime (7). By including a reference to African American military history as well as representing it on the stage of the school play, Call Me Charley alludes to and argues against segregation in the military without ever mentioning World War II or contemporary military practices. 16 That textual silence is in line with the enforcement of an official narrative in Cold War America that "left very narrow space for criticism of the status quo" (Dudziak 13) . Jackson hints at this approved discourse when, upon forgetting his lines just before the play begins and panicking about the possibility of further exclusion, Charley, unable to go off-book, races around the school looking for a copy of the script. When he finally does deliver his lines at the end of the play, they mimic the official Cold War narrative of "the triumph of good over evil" that was the hallmark of "U.S. moral superiority" (Dudziak 13). Charley shouts, "The enemy has been defeated and victory is ours. This is a day that will long be remembered in the history of our great nation" (Jackson 155) . In this sense, the play scene contains the equivocations that mark Call Me Charley as a trickster text and a site of protest. On the one hand, Charley's entrance into the recreation the play offers is both literally scripted and historically conservative: he is delivering the lines as they are written on the page, and he is allowed to perform them because African Americans did, indeed, serve in the War of 1812. On the other hand, on that fictional stage in the 1940s, Charley enacts the part of an African American military man in an integrated unit, a role that, in reality, would not have been available to him at the time. Furthermore, his lines, to which Jackson has called so much attention, claim his belonging in the nation by way of the repeated pronoun "our." Charley's lines close the play, essentially granting him the last word on the matter of African American military service, a word that rings rebelliously given that many African American military veterans returned from World War II to lynchings and beatings (Dudziak 23) . As a site of recreation, the school play allows Charley to enact a patriotic citizenship aligned with the Cold War rhetoric of American unity and dominance; as literary scenes, the play sequences critique a nation that, though invested in a performance of equality to satisfy foreign critics (Dudziak 13) , had yet to extend a fully authentic offer of citizenship to African Americans.
In tying recreation to civic membership-by way of the pool narrative and the play narrative-Call Me Charley asserts recreation as a civil right. A pioneering African American children's text of the 1940s, Jackson's novel makes a far more complicated and politically resonant argument than positing youthful interracial friendship as eradicator of racism. Written at a time when "trenchant critique of social history or economic conditions was not endorsed as a path to the improvement of race relations" (Capshaw 5) and African Americans were denied "the right of access to private and public recreational spaces [that] powerfully represented . . . citizenship" (Wolcott 86) , Call Me Charley makes a potent structural critique by underscoring the inequities of systems that hold African American young people back from achieving the potentials and privileges of American life. It is important to note that while Charley does get to participate in the play, the issue of the pool is never resolved, nor revisited: that conflict is left open in the mind of the reader, which unsettles the satisfaction of an ostensibly happy ending. In fact, the last lines of the novel have Charley daydreaming about painting Tom's old bike which "he promised to swap" him since Tom won the new bike prize in the fall festival (Jackson 156) . Following Charley's mother's race-liberal remark that "as long as you work hard and try to do right . . . you will always find some good people like Doc Cunningham or Tom and his folks marching along with you in the right path" (156), Charley's exclamations of excitement juxtaposed with the castoff bike highlight the entrenched inequities of recreational opportunities for African American children. If, as Wolcott argues, "the mid-to late 1940s was a period not only of racial liberalism . . . but a broad challenge to northern Jim Crow waged largely by young people" in recreational spaces (77), then Call Me Charley functions as an interventionist text making a call to action. In his interview with Lanier, Jackson acknowledges that his earlier novels were crafted under the supervision of white American editors anxious about pleasing white readership; they are rather different in style and content than his later works, written for an English editor with "less of the hangup about white being right" (339).
Wolcott coins the term "recreation riots" to refer to "racial conflicts in spaces of leisure," which followed a pattern similar to that of housing riots in the mid-twentieth century (4) (5) . Linking the two, she argues "the segregation of public accommodations denied African Americans their right to occupy the same spaces as whites. They could not act as consumers on an equal basis, and they could not fully inhabit the cities and towns in which they lived. African Americans' demand for the right to use recreation was not simply about integration and interracial friendship but about power and possession" (3). 6 For a discussion of recreation riots at this time, see Wolcott, chapters 2 and 3; for a focus on pools, see Wiltse, chapters 5 and 6. 7 Wolcott points out that "violence perpetuated by whites . . . has not been widely recognized as a major factor in maintaining segregation. Popular memories of midtwentieth century urban amusements are replete with nostalgia and rarely contain references to segregation. This erasure of white violence has led many to blame the decline of urban recreation on 'deviant' behavior by African Americans in newly desegregated amusements" (4) . Charley's experiences resonate alongside Gunnar Myrdal's assessment of the state of recreation for African Americans in his landmark race-liberal study An American Dilemma: The Negro Problem and Modern Democracy (published in 1944, the same year Jackson began writing Call Me Charley): "The visitor finds Negroes everywhere aware of the great damage done Negro youth by lack of recreational outlets and of the urgency of providing playgrounds for the children. In almost every community visited during the course of this inquiry, these were among the first demands on the program of local Negro organizations" (347).
9
In Homeward Bound: American Families in the Cold War Era, Elaine Tyler May observes that "Black Americans, as a result of institutionalized racism and widespread poverty, . . . were systematically excluded from postwar suburbs" (13). For a study of housing covenants in the Columbus area of Ohio, see Burgess. That Charley's parents are nonhome-owning live-in servants-an allowance such housing covenants often made-is one of the ways Call Me Charley adheres to prevalent suburban discourses that partially mask its subversive elements.
10 Baseball was integrated in 1947, when Jackie Robinson took the field for the Brooklyn Dodgers. The issue of integrated sports does arise pointedly earlier in the novel when George disbelieves Tom's insistence that his father played football at Ohio State with an African American teammate (Jackson 52) , and when Charley brings it up in a subsequent discussion (73).
11 Rudine Sims Bishop notes that Call Me Charley is "the first African American children's novel to directly confront racial conflict in a then-contemporary northern setting" (Free 60).
12
This scene has a tragic tie to the pictured main character in Jane Dabney Shackleford's My Happy Days, a 1944 photobook depicting the family and school life of a young African American boy. Several years after the book was published, the boy who posed for Cecil Vison's photographs, Shackleford's nephew Rex Manuel Jr., was asked to leave the pool at the local YMCA where he had been taking swimming lessons because the parents of white swimmers had objected. A few weeks later, Rex drowned in a makeshift swimming hole at a local gravel pit (Capshaw 29) . 13 The term "social death" was originally defined by Orlando Patterson in his book Slavery and Social Death: A Comparative Study. Particularly of interest to Charley's situation is Patterson's definition of an "intrusive" social death, in which one does "not belong
